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Abstract  

In software engineering there is a growing demand for formal methods for the specification 
and validation of software systems. The formal development of a system might give rise to many 
proof obligations. We must prove the completeness of the specification and the validity of some 
inductive properties. In this framework, many provers have been developed, However they require 
much user interaction even for simple proof tasks. In this paper, we present new procedures to 
test sufficient completeness and to prove or disprove inductive properties automatically in para- 
meterized conditional specifications. The method has been implemented in the prover SPIKE. 
Computer experiments illustrate the improvements in length and structure of proofs, due to 
parameterization. Moreover, SPIKE offers facilities to check and complete specifications. 

Keywords: Theorem proving; Sufficient completeness; Implicit induction; Parameterized conditional 
specifications; Term rewriting systems 

1.  I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Algebraic specifications [38] provide a powerful method for the specification o f  

abstract data types in programming languages and software systems. Often, algebraic 
specifications are built with conditional equations. Semantically, the motivation for this 

is the existence of  initial models; operationally, the motivation is the ability to use 

term rewriting techniques for computing and automatic prototyping. One of  the most 

important issues within the theory of  algebraic specifications is the specification of  
parameterized data types. Most common data types like l ist  are in fact parameterized 

types, l i s t (da ta) .  The key idea is to consider the parameter part da ta  as a formal 
algebraic specification which can be actualized (i.e. instantiated) by other predefined 
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algebraic specifications like nat, int or bool. Hence, we can obtain from the parame- 
terized specification list(data) the three value specifications corresponding to lists of 
natural numbers, lists of integers and lists of boolean values. The benefit of this process 
is not only an economy of presentation but also the automatic correctness of all the 
value specifications, provided that the parameterized specification l is t(data) is correct 
and the actual instantiation is valid. These are very important properties for building up 
larger data types and software systems from small pieces in a correct way. Sufficient 
completeness and consistency are fundamental notions for guaranteeing correctness of 
a parameterized specification. Also, they are very useful in proofs by induction. Infor- 
mally, given a conditional specification S and a set of distinguished operators C, called 
constructors, S is said to be sufficiently complete if any normal form of a ground term 
is a constructor term, i.e. a term built only from constructors. Guttag showed that this 
property is undecidable [21]. However, some syntactic criteria can be given. Most of 
them are based on rewriting methods [22, 24, 14, 28, 13, 32]. In the context of condi- 
tional parameterized specifications, the art is less developed. This is mostly due to 
the fact that the problem is much harder. In this paper, we give an effective method 
for testing this property for parameterized conditional specifications. 1 This method is 
inspired by [28, 9] and it is based on the notion of Pattern trees. 

Another direction is to make use of parameterization at the proof level and to de- 
velop a generic proof method. This approach allows us to have shorter and more 
structured proofs. A generic proof for a parameterized specification must be given only 
once and can be reused for each instantiation of the parameter. We are interested 
in automating proof by induction. Many tools for proof by induction have been de- 
veloped for non-parameterized specifications: The first type applies explicit induction 
arguments on the term structure [1, 10, 12]. The second type involves a proof by con- 
sistency [33, 24, 25, 18, 31,2, 20]. More recently, new methods were developed that do 
not rely on the completion framework [30, 37, 9, 8]. 

The inductive theory of a parameterized specifications has been studied by Navarro 
and Orejas [34]; their results generalize [35]. But they do not give effective methods to 
prove inductive theorems. Ganzinger [19] considered parametric conditional equational 
specifications that allow arbitrary first-order formulas as "parameter constraints", but 
he was interested in ground-confluence results and not in inductive theorem proving. 
Kirchner [27] has studied proofs by induction in the unconditional case (where the pa- 
rameter theory is equational) using techniques of proof by consistency. Becker [3] has 
dealt with proof by consistency in parameterized positive/negative conditional equa- 
tional specifications. To conclude, most of the work in proof by induction considers 
only the technique of proof by consistency. It is generally accepted that such techniques 
may be very inefficient since the completion procedure often diverges. For that reason, 
we adopt here a method that does not require completion. 

1 TO our knowledge, no previous implementation was able to check the sufficient completeness of para- 
meterized conditional specifications. 
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The system SPIKE 2 [5, 6] has been developed in this framework. It incorporates 
many optimizations such as powerful simplification techniques. SPIKE has proved sev- 
eral interesting theorems in a completely automatic way [4], that is, without interaction 
with the user and without ad hoc heuristics. It has also proved the challenging Gilbreath 
card trick with only 2 easy lemmas which are given in the beginning of the proof [8]. 
This example was treated by Boyer in NQTHM [10] and Zhang in RRL [39]. Unlike 
us, they require a lot of lemmas, some of them being non-obvious. To our knowledge, 
SPIKE is the only one that can disprove non-trivial inductive theorems in conditional 
theories without any interaction. None of the well-known induction provers has been 
designed to refute false conjectures. For an inexperienced user, a serious weakness of 
the NQTHM, CLAM [12] and RRL systems is that they do not provide much use- 
ful information when they fail. In particular, it is not clear from the generated output 
whether the conjecture being proved is false or a proof of the conjecture is likely to 
need additional lemmas. Unlike the latter, SPIKE guarantees when it fails that one of 
the initial conjectures is not an inductive theorem provided that the axioms are boolean 
and ground convergent. 

We give in this paper a new procedure for proof by induction in parameterized condi- 
tional specifications. Our procedure relies on the notion of test set which can be seen as 
a special induction scheme that allows us to refute false conjectures by the construction 
of a counterexample. Our definition of test set is more general than the previous one 
given in [8]. It permits us to obtain a smaller test set, which improves efficiency. As in 
our previous procedure [8], to prove conjectures, we just instantiate them with terms 
from the test set at induction positions and simplify them by axioms, other conjec- 
tures or induction hypotheses. The method does not require any hierarchy between the 
lemmas. They are all stored in a single list and the use of conjectures for mutual sim- 
plification simulates s imul taneous  induction. Unlike our previous method [8], this new 
procedure, when limited to non-parameterized conditional specifications, can refute gen- 
eral clauses; refutational completeness is also preserved for boolean ground-convergent 
rewrite systems even if the functions are not sufficiently complete and the constructors 
are not free. The method has been implemented in the prover SPIKE. Experiments 
illustrate the improvements in length and structure of proofs, due to parameterization. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce ba- 
sic concepts about term rewriting. In Section 3, we characterize the inductive theory 
defined by a parameterized specification. We present in Section 4 the procedure for 
testing sufficient completeness and we prove its soundness and completeness. We also 
describe a session with SPIKE to give an idea about the interaction with the user 
in order to recover a sufficiently complete specification. In Section 5, we define the 
notions of induction variables and test sets. In Section 6, we give a general inference 
system to perform induction and to refute false conjectures and we show its soundness. 
The strategy is proved refutationally complete for conditional equations with boolean 

2SPIKE is available via anonymous ftp from ftp.loria.fr, in the directory /pub/Ioria/protheo/ 
softwares/Spike. 
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preconditions (Section 6.3). Section 7 is dedicated to computer experiments with our 
SPIKE system. We give a comparison with our previous method for non-parameterized 

specifications and we show how proofs in parameterized specifications are shorter and 

more structured (Section 7.1). In Section 7.2, we give a complete example of  a refu- 

tation of  a false conjecture. 

2. Basic concepts 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of  term rewriting, 
equational reasoning and mathematical logic. We introduce the essential terminology 

below and refer to [16] for a more detailed presentation. 

A many sorted signature Z is a pair (S,F), where S is a set o f  sorts and F is a 

finite set of  function symbols. For short, a many sorted signature Z will be simply 

denoted by F. We assume that we have a partition o f  F in two subsets, the first one, 

C, contains the constructor symbols and the second, D, is the set o f  defined symbols. 
The symbol ~- is used for syntactic equality between two objects. The symbol \ is 

used for set difference, i.e., a E ( S \ T )  if  and only if a E S and a ~ T. 

Let X be a family of  sorted variables and let T(F ,X)  be the set of  well-sorted 
F-terms. var(t) stands for the set of  all variables appearing in t and ~(x,t) de- 

notes the number of  occurrences of  the variable x in t. A variable x in t is linear 
iff ~(x,t) = 1. A term t is linear if  all its variables are linear. I f  var(t) is empty 

then t is a ground term. By T(F) we denote the set of  all ground terms. From 

now on, we assume that there exists at least one ground term of  each non-parameter 

sort. 
Let N* be the set o f  sequences of  positive integers. For any term t, occ(t) CN* 

denotes its set of  positions and the expression t/u denotes the subterm of  t at a position 
u. We write t[s], (resp. t[s]) to indicate that s is a subterm of  t at position u (resp. 

at some position). The top position is written e. Let t(u) denote the symbol of  t at 

position u. A position u in a term t is said to be a strict position if t(u) =- f E F, a 
linear variable position if t(u) =_ x E X and ~(x, t) = 1, a non-linear variable position 
i f t ( u )  = x  E X  and ~(x,t) > 1. The set o f  variable positions of  a term t will be 

denoted by var_pos(t). 
I f  u is a position, then luI (the length of  the corresponding string) gives us its depth. 

If  t is a term, then the depth of  t is the maximum of  the depths of  the positions in 

t and denoted depth(t) or abusively It[. The strict depth of  t, written as sdepth(t), is 
the maximum of  the depths o f  the strict positions in t. 

A F-substitution assigns F-terms of  appropriate sorts to variables. Composition of  

substitutions a and t/ is written by at/. The F-term tt/ obtained by applying a substi- 
tution 11 to t is called an instance of  t. I f  t/ applies every variable o f  its domain to 
a ground term then we say that t/ is a ground substitution. If  tt/ is ground then it is 
a ground instance of  t. A term t unifies with a term s if there exists a substitution a 

such that ta -- sa. 
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A conditional F-equat ion is a F-equat ion of  the following form: sl : tl A- - - ASn : 

tn ~ so : to, where n~>0 and si, ti C T ( F , X )  are terms o f  the same sort. A F-c lause  

is an expression of  the form: ~(s l  = t l ) V  ~(s2 = t 2 ) V  . . .  V - ~ ( S n  : t n )V  (s] = 

t~) V - . .  V (S~m • tire). When F is clear from the context we omit the prefix F .  In the 

following, we consider a clause as a term in an extended alphabet. A clause is positive 

i f  -~ does not occur in it. Let cl and c2 be two clauses such that c l a  is a subclause of  

c2 for some substitution ~, then we say that Cl subsumes c2. Let H be a set o f  clauses 

and c be a clause, we say that c is a logical consequence of  H if  c is valid in any 

model  of  H .  This will be denoted by H ~ c. 

In the following, we suppose that -~ is a transitive irreflexive relation on the set of  

terms that is noetherian, monotonic (s -< t implies w[s] -< w[t]), stable (s -< t implies 

sa -< ta) and satisfies the subterm property (t -< f (  . . . .  t . . . .  ), for all t C T ( F , X ) ) .  

We also assume that the ordering -< can be extended consistently when adding new 

constants to the signature. The multiset extension of  -< will be denoted by <<. Let 

-~c be a well-founded ordering on clauses that is monotonic, stable and satisfies the 

subterm property (see for instance [7]). 

A conditional equation al  = bl A . . .  A an ~ bn ~ 1 = r will be written as al  

bl A . .  "Aan = bn ~ l ---+ r i f  {lcr} >> {r~r, ala, b la , . . .  ,an~r, bna} for each substitution ~r 
n 

and var(l)  contains var(r) U var(p) ,  where p ~ Ai=I ai -~ hi; in that case we say that 

a l  = b l  A .  • - A an = bn ~ l ~ r is a conditional rule. The term l is the left-hand side 

of  the rule. A set o f  conditional rules is a rewrite system. Let R be a rewrite system 

and let c be a constructor symbol. I f  for any rule r E R, the top of  the left-hand 

side o f  r is different to c, then we say that c is a f ree  constructor. A rewrite rule 

p ~ l ~ r is left-linear if  l is linear. A rewrite system R is left-linear i f  every rule 

in R is left-linear, otherwise R is said to be non-left-linear. The depth o f  a rewrite 

system R, denoted depth(R), is defined as the maximum of  the depths of  the left-hand 

sides o f  R. Similarly, the strict depth of  R denoted by sdepth(R), is the maximum of  

the depths o f  the strict positions in the left-hand sides of  R. 

From now on, we assume that for each conditional rule p ~ l ~ r, i f  l E T (C ,X ) ,  

then r E T (C ,X) .  A conditional rule is used to rewrite terms by replacing an instance 

of  the left-hand side with the corresponding instance of  the right-hand side (but not 

in the opposite direction) provided the conditions hold. The conditions are checked 

recursively. Termination is ensured because the conditions are smaller (w.r.t. -<) than 

the conclusion. A set of  conditional rules is called a conditional rewrite system. We 

can define the one-step rewrite relation ---~R as follows: 

Definition 2.1 (Conditional rewriting). Let R be a set of  conditional equations. Let t 

be a term and u a position in t. We write: t[hr]u ---~R t[ra]u i f  there is a substitution a 

and a conditional equation Ain=l a i  = bi ~ l = r in R such that: 

1. ra-< hr, 

2. for all i E [ 1 . . . n ]  there exists ci such that ai~r ---~ ci and bicr ---~*R ci, 

3. {tiler]u} >> {alcr, b,a  . . . . .  an~r, bn~r}, 
where ---.~ denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of  ---+R. 
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A term t is R-irreducible (or in normal form) if  there is no term s such that t ---'R s. 
Let R be a set o f  conditional rules. A term t is strongly irreducible by R (or strongly 

R-irreducible) if  none o f  its non-variable subterms matches a left-hand side o f  R. 
Otherwise, we say that t is strongly reducible by R. We say that two terms s and t 

are joinable, if  s ~ R  V and t ~ R  v for some term v. The rewrite relation --+R is said to 

be noetherian if there is no infinite chain o f  terms tl, t2, . . . ,  tk,.., such that ti ~ n  ti+l 
for all i. The rewrite relation ---~R is said to be ground convergent if the terms u and 

v are joinable whenever u, v E T(F) and R ~ u = v. 

3. Parameterized conditional specifications 

A parameterized conditional specification is a pair PS = (PAR, BODY) of  specifica- 

tions: PAR = (FpAR, EpAR) and BODY = (Fsoor,EBoDy), where FpAR and FsODy are 
signatures, EpAR is the set of  parameter constraints consisting o f  equational clauses 

over FpAR, and Esoz~r is the set o f  axioms of  the parameterized specification. We as- 

sume that these axioms are conditional rules over F = [;'PAR U FBODY. Moreover, we 

assume that we have a partition o f  FsoDr in two subsets, the first one, CBODr, contains 
the constructor symbols and the second, DBODr, is the set of  defined symbols. 

Example 3.1. We consider the parameter specification ordered elements (see Fig. 1). 

In this example we have 

SpAR : {elem, bool} 

FeAR = {True, False, <~, dif} 

EpAR is the set o f  constraints given in Fig. 1. 

Let us consider the parameterized specification ordered lists with the formal param- 

eter ordered elements (see Fig. 2). Here we have 

S = SpAR U SBODY 

F = FpAR U CBODY k) DBODY 

where: 

SsoDr = {nat, list} 

CBoor = {0, s, nil, Cons} 

DSODr = {length, count, insert, isort, sorted} 

EBoDy is the set of  conditional rules given in Fig. 2. 

To prove the termination o f  EBoDr, we can use the lexicographic path ordering -< 
(see for instance [15]) with the following precedence on functions: 

False -< True -< 0 -< s -< Nil -< Cons -< dif  -< count -< length -< 

<~ -< sorted -< insert -< isort 
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parameter specification: ordered_elements  

sorts elem, bool; 

functions: 
True ~ bool; 
False --+ bool; 

< elem elem ~ bool; 
di f__  elem elem ~ bool; 

constraints: 
True = False :=~; 
x < x = True; 
x < y = T r u e V x  < y =  False; 
x <_ y = T r u e V y  < x  = T r u e ;  
x < y = F a l s e V y < z = F a l s e V x < _ z = T r u e ;  
dif(x,x) =Paise; 
dif(x,y)=dif(y,x); 
d i f (x ,y)=True  V dif(x,y)=False; 
d i f (x ,y)=True  V dif(y,z)=True V dif(x,z)=False; 
d i f (x ,y)=True  V y <_ z = False V x <_ z = True; 
x _< y = False V dif(y,z) = True V x <_ z = True; 
dif(x,y)=False V x _< y = False k' y < z = False V dif(x,z)=True;  
x < y = False V y < z = False V dif(y,z)=False V dif(x,z)=True;  
end 

Fig. 1. The parameter specification ordered elements. 

3.1. The canonical term algebra 

An actualization [17] of the parameter theory EpAR is a model ~¢ of EpAR. In order to 
be able to integrate an actualization ~¢ of the parameter theory into the rewrite process, 
we describe d by its so-called diagram [17]. For this reason we enrich the signatures 
by adding new constants a for each element a of the carrier A of d .  Let jlr(A) be 
the set of  new constants and let F(~¢) = F U JV' (d) .  The diagram ~ ( d )  of d is 

the set of (directed) equations f ( a  1 . . . . .  an) = a such that f E FpAR; ai, a E A and 
f ' e (ab . . .  ,an) = a. We denote by EBoDr(d) the set EBODrU@(d). For any model d 
of  EpAR, we define a canonical term algebra J - ( d )  representing the semantics of  the 

result of  an actualization: ~--(~') = T(F(d))/=EBoDy,~, where =EBo~y~,~ is the smallest 
congruence on T(F(sJ))  generated by E~oDr(.e). An interesting case is when 3 - ( d )  
is an initial model in the class of  F(~C)-algebras that are models of EBoor(~¢) for 
any model ~¢ of EpAR. To guarantee this fact we need that EsoDr(~¢) is consistent 
(i.e. has a model) for any model ~¢ of EpAR. This result is shown by the following 
theorem which is analogous to Theorem 2.8 from [36]. 

Theorem 3.2. I f  Esoor(~)  is consistent for any model d of EeAR, then J - ( d )  is 
initial in the class of  F(d)-algebras that are models of EeoDr(d) for any model d 
of EpAI~. 
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specification: ordered_ l i s t s  

parameters: ordered_e lement s ;  

sorts nat ,  list; 

constructors: 

0 : -+ nat; 
s : nat  --+ nat;  
Nil : --+ list; 
Cons : e lem list -+ list; 

defined functions: 
l e n g t h  : list --+ nat;  
count  : e lem list --+ nat;  
i n s e r t _  : e lem list --+ list; 
isort : list --+ list; 
sorted : list --+ bool; 

axioms: 
length(Nil)  --+ 0; 
length(Cons(x,1))  ---+ s(]ength(l));  
count(x,Nil)  --+ O; 
d i f (x ,y)=False  =~ count(x,Cons(y,z))  -~ s(count(x,z)) ;  
d i f (x ,y )=True  ::~ count(x,Cons(y,z))  -+ count(x,z);  
insert(x,Nil)  -+ Cons(x,Nil);  
x _< y = T r n e  =~ inser t (x,Cons(y,z))  --+ Cons(x,Cons(y,z)) ;  
x _< y=Fa l se  =~ insert(×,Cons(y,z))  -+ Cons(y, inser t (x ,z)) ;  
isort(Nil)  -+ Nil; 
isort(Cons(x,1)) -+ insert(x, isort( l)) ;  
sorted(Nil)  -+ True; 
sor ted(Cons(x ,Ni l ) )  --+ True; 
x < y=False ~ sorted(Cons(x,Cons(y,z))) ~ False; 
x < y = T r u e  ~ sor ted(Cons(x,Cons(y,z)) )  -~ sor ted(Cons(y,z)) ;  

Fig. 2. The parameterized specification ordered lists. 

The problem of checking consistency of parameterized specifications is not addressed 
in this paper. However, much work has been concerned with checking this property 

(see for instance [17, 36, 27, 3]). 

3.2. Proving inductive theorems w.r.t, parameterized specifications 

We shall now define what is an inductive theorem in parameterized specifications. 
Note that the theorems to be proved are clauses. 

Definition 3.3. Let PS be a parameterized specification. A clause F is an inductive 
theorem of PS (or inductively valid), iff • ( d )  is a model of  F for any model ~¢ of 
Epnn. This will be denoted by PS ~ind F or EBODY(d) ~ind F for any model ~¢ of 

EpAR. 
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The next lemma which is similar to Lemma 9 from [3], gives us a useful charac- 
terization o f  inductive theorems. 

Lemma 3.4. A clause F =- ~(ul = v l )  V . . .  V ~(un = vn) V (sl = t l )  V . . .  V (sin = tm) 

is an inductive theorem of PS iff for any model d of EeAR and for any ground 
substitution a over T ( F ( d ) ) :  

(Vi: EBODy(d) ~ Ui(7 : Vi(T) implies (3j :  EBODY(~ ¢) ~ sjl7 : tjc7) 

4. Sufficient completeness for parameterized specifications 

The property o f  sufficient completeness is in general undecidable. We now give 

a method for testing this property for conditional parameterized specifications. This 

method is inspired by [28, 9] and is based on the notion of  Pattern trees. Let d 

be a model o f  EpAR. I f  any ground term in T(F(~¢)) can be expressed with only 
constructors and elements of  J f ' ( d ) ,  we say that PS is complete w.r.t, the constructors 

and parameter (or sufficiently complete). Here is a more formal definition: 

Definition 4.1 (Sufficient completeness). We say that PS = (PAR, BODY) is suffi- 

ciently complete if and only if for any model d of  EpAR, for all t in T ( F ( d ) )  there 

* t / exists t / in T(CsoDY U JV(s¢)) such that t ---~E~o~y(.~) 

4.1. How to check sufficient completeness 

The main idea behind our test for sufficient completeness is to compute a pattern tree 
for every f in DBODY. A pattern tree for f is a tree whose nodes are terms, whose 
root is f ( x l  . . . . .  xn), where n is the arity of  f and xl . . . . .  xn are distinct variables, 

and such that the successors of  any internal node t =- f ( t l  . . . . .  tn) are obtained by 

replacing a variable which appears at an extension position of  t by all possible terms 

c(yl . . . . .  Ym), where c is a constructor symbol and Yl . . . . .  Ym are new distinct variables 
not already in t. The restriction o f  extension positions permits us to build a pattern 

tree which captures the structure of  the parameterized specification. The leaves of  the 

tree give a case analysis on the arguments of  f .  I f  all leaves are "pseudo-reducible by 

PS", therefore, by Theorem 4.11, the answer is affirmative. To compute pattern trees, 
we use the notions of  nullary sort and nullary variable position which can be defined 
as follows. 

Definition 4.2 (Nullary sort, nullary variable position). A sort 5 ~ is nullary, 3 if for 

any model d of  EeAR, there is no infinite set of  terms in T(F(~¢)) of  sort 5~ that are 
irreducible by EBODY(d). Let t be a term and u a variable position in t, u is nullary 
if the sort of  t(u) is nullary. 

3 This property is decidable if the functions in DBODY are sufficiently complete over free constructors. 
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The following definition characterizes induction positions o f  function symbols in 

FBODY. 

Definition 4.3 (Induction positions). For f E FnoDr we define the set of  induction 

positions o f  f as follows: i nd_pos ( f )  = {u I there is p ~ g --~ d E EBODr such that 
g(e) -= f and u is either a strict and non-top position in g or a non-parameter and 
non-linear variable 4 position in g}. 

Example 4.4. Consider the following parameterized specification: 

SenR = {elem} 

FpAR = 0 

EpAR = 0 

SBODY = {nat, card} 

CSODr = {0 :-+ nat, s : nat --+ nat, R :--~ card, B :--+ card} 

DSODY = { f : nat × nat × nat --~ nat, y : card × card -+ nat, 

h : elem × elem ~ nat} 

EBODr contains the following conditional rules: 

f ( x ,  y , x )  --~ x 

f (x,x, y ) ---* x 

f ( y , x , x )  ~ x 

g(z, t) ~ 0 

h(e, e) --~ 0 

where x and y are two variables o f  sort nat, z and t are two variables o f  sort card 

and e is a variable o f  sort elem. 

• i nd_pos ( f )  = {1, 2, 3}, the positions 1, 2 and 3 are induction positions since they 
are non-parameter and non-linear variable positions. 

• ind_pos(g) = 0, the positions 1 and 2 are not induction positions since they are 

neither strict positions nor non-parameter and non-linear variable positions. 
• ind_pos(h) = 0, the positions 1 and 2 are not induction positions since they are 

parameter variable positions. 

Example 4.5 (Example 3.1 continued). The output of  the SPIKE procedure that com- 

putes induction positions o f  functions is given in Fig. 3. 

4 A non-parameter variable is a variable of non-parameter sort. 
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Fig. 3. Induction positions of functions 

From any node o f  the tree labelled by the term t ~ f ( t l , . . . ,  t,), with t i c  T(CBoz~r,X) 

for all i E [1 . . .  n], we build the sons o f  this node by choosing a variable position u 

o f  t that is nullary or that is an induction position o f  f and by making a graft at this 

position. Each son is thereby labelled by an element of  a set of  terms called sons(t, u). 
In this case, we say that t is extensible. 

Definit ion 4.6. Let t be a term of  the form f ( q , . . . , t n )  where, for all i, ti E T(CsoDY, 
X).  Let u be a variable position of  t, that is nullary or that belongs to ind_pos( f ) .  

Suppose that t(u) is o f  sort s. We  define sons(t ,u) as follows: sons(t ,u) = {t[c]u I c --- 

ci(xl . . . . .  xn) where ci is a constructor with codomain s, and arity n, and xl . . . . .  xn are 

new distinct variables not already in t}. 

We say that u is an extension position and that t is extensible. The transformation 

operation o f  t to sons(t, u) is called the graft of  t at the position u. We denote by 

ext_pos(t)  the set of  extension positions of  t. 

Example  4.7 (Example  4.4 continued). Let t - f ( x , y , z )  and t' = 9 (x , y )  then 

sons(t ,2) = { f ( x ,O , z ) ,  f ( x , s ( y ) , z ) }  and s o n s ( t ' , 2 ) =  {g(x,R),  9(x ,B)}  

Note that 2 is an extension position in t ~ since the sort card is nullary: the only 

constructors of  sort card are R and B. 

The construction o f  the pattern tree is based on the notion of  case rewritin9 which 

can be defined as follows. 

Definit ion 4.8 (Case rewriting). Let PS be a parameterized specification and let t be 

a term. Assume there exists a non-empty sequence o f  conditional rules Pl ~ tl --~ 

r l ,  P2 =~ t2 --+ r2 , . . . , pn  =~ tn ---+ rn in EBODr and a sequence o f  positions ul,u2 . . . .  ,un 
in t such that t/ul = tlO'l, t/U2 ~ t20"2 . . . . .  t/Un = than and p la i  V P2a2 V . . .  V pnan 
is an inductive theorem of  PS. Then, we write 

case-rewriting(t) = { p l a l  ~ t[rlal]uL . . . . .  pnan =~ t[rna,]u,} 
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In this case, t is said to be pseudo-reducible by PS. Otherwise, t is said to be pseudo- 

irreducible by PS. 

Thus, if a term t is pseudo-reducible by PS, then all its ground instances are 
reducible. 

Example 4.9 (Example  3.1 continued). Consider the function smaller: 

smaller : elem × list -~ bool 

The expression smaller(x, l) means that x is smaller than every element o f  the list l. 
We can define smaller by the following axioms: 

smaller(x, Ni l )  --~ True 

x <, y = True A smaller(x, l) = True ~ smaller(x, Cons(y, l ) )  ~ True 

smaller(x, l) = False ~ smaller(x, Cons(y, l) ) ~ False 

x<~ y = False ~ smaller(x, Cons(y, l ) )  --+ False 

The term smaller(x, Cons(y, l) ) is pseudo-reducible by PS since 

( x <~ y = True A smaller(x, l) = True) V (smaller(x, l) = False) V ( x <. y = False) 

is an inductive theorem of  PS. However, the term smaller(x, l) is pseudo-irreducible 

by PS. 

It is useless to continue the graft process when we meet a node labelled by a 
term which is pseudo-reducible by PS. Thus, we can describe in the following way 

the construction o f  the pattern tree from the tree initially constituted from the root 

t =- f ( x l  . . . . .  xn), where n is the arity o f  f and xl . . . . .  xn are distinct variables. We 
first check the pseudo-reducibility by PS of  t. I f  t is pseudo-irreducible by PS, then 

we build at every step the sons o f  a node s of  the tree by choosing a position in 

ext_pos(s) and by making a graft operation on s at this position. The construction of  
the tree stops if each of  its sons is either pseudo-reducible by PS or we can split it 

no further. 

4.2. Construction rules 

To check if an operator f in DSODY is sufficiently complete, we apply the rules given 
in Fig. 4. Candidates is the set of  terms used for the reducibility check. Red  is the set o f  

leaves of  the tree which are pseudo-reducible. Irred is the set o f  leaves of  the tree which 
are pseudo-irreducible and not extensible. The initial state is ( { f ( x l , . . . , xn ) } ,O ,O) ,  

where n is the arity o f  f and Xl . . . . .  xn are distinct variables. The rule stop is applied 
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stop: 

(0, Red, Irred) bc stop 

delete reducible leaf: 

(Candidates U {t}, Red, Irred) Kc (Candidates, Red U {t}, Irred) 

if t is pseudo-reducible 

decompose: 

(Candidates U {t}, Red, Irred) Kc (Candidates O sons(t,u), Red, Irred) 

if t is pseudo-irreducible and u E ezt_pos(t). 

delete irreducible leaf: 

(Candidates U {t}, Red, Irred) }-c (Candidates, Red, lrred U {t}) 

if t is pseudo-irreducible and ext4oos(t) = 0. 

Fig. 4. Transformation System. C. 

if  the set candidates is empty. Then, if Irred is empty, we conclude that all the 

leaves of  the pattern tree are pseudo-reducible by PS. Consequently, the operator f is 

sufficiently complete (see Theorem 4.1 1). I f  we meet a term t that is pseudo-reducible 

by PS, then the delete-reducible-leaf rule adds it to the set Red and we continue 
the check of  the pseudo-reducibility of  the other leaves of  the tree. The decompose 
rule expresses the operation o f  decomposition o f  a term t at the position u. This rule 

applies if we meet a term t that is extensible and pseudo-irreducible by PS. The 

graft operation produces the sons of  t, for which we must check pseudo-reducibility. 

Finally, the delete-irreducible-leaf rule is applied if we meet a leaf of  the tree that is 

not extensible and pseudo-irreducible by PS. In this case we add the term t to the set 
Irred and we continue the check of  the pseudo-reducibility of  the other leaves of  the 

tree. 
The height of  the pattern tree is bounded. This result is shown by the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 4.10. Let  t be a term f ( x l  . . . . .  xn), where f E DBODr and xl . . . . .  xn are 
distinct variables. The pattern tree of  f ,  computed by C, is bounded. 

Proof.  The rules of  EBo~r which have the function symbol f at the top is finite. This 

means that the set ind_pos(f)  is finite too. As a consequence the set var_pos(t)M 
ind_pos(f)  decreases during the construction of  the tree since consecutive grafts in 
the same branch of  the tree are made at deeper and deeper positions. On the other 
hand, a nullary position corresponds to a finite set of  constructor terms. Consequently, 

the height of  the pattem tree is bounded. 
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4.2.1. Soundness and completeness 

In the following we denote by CBoDY(d~) the set CaODY L3 ~ ( ~ ¢ ) .  

Theorem 4.11. Given a parameterized specification PS  = (PAR, B O D Y )  such that 

--+e~o~¢) is ground convergent 5 f o r  every model  ~¢ o f  EmR, i f  f o r  all f in Daoov, 
there exists a sequence o f  states ({f(xa . . . . .  x~)}, 0, O) ~-c "'" ~-c (O, Red, O), then PS 

is sufficiently complete. 

ProoL Let f be a function symbol and suppose that there exists a sequence of  states 

({f(Xl . . . .  ,Xn)},0,0) F-C "'" ~-C (O, Red, O) 

Let ~ be a model o f  EpAR; we have to prove the following property: 

* t t # ( t ) :  Vt C T(F(~¢)) ,  3t' E T ( C B o D r ( d ) )  such that t --~EBoDr(.¢) 

We proceed by induction on t w.r.t. -< which contains ---*E~ooy(.~/). Without loss o f  

generality, we can assume that t - f ( t l  . . . . .  t,~) where f ~ DBODV and, for all i, ti is in 
C a o o v ( d ) .  Then, there exists a leaf s of  the pattern tree and a ground substitution tr 

over T(CBoDY(~¢)) such that scr -- t. Since s must be pseudo-reducible by PS, there ex- 

ists a non-empty sequence of  conditional rules Pt ~ t~ --~ r~, P2 ~ t2 --~ r2 , . . . ,  pn 

tn --* rn in EaODr and a sequence o f  positions ul,u2 . . . . .  un in s such that S/Ul =- 

t lal ,  s/u2 =- t2a2,...,S/Un ~ than and p l a i  V p262 V.  •. V pnan is an inductive theorem 
of  PS. Then, there exists k such that PS ~ina pkak and therefore tkak ---~EsoDr(d) rkak 

since, for every model ~¢ of  EpAR, ---~EBo~r,.¢~ is ground convergent over T(F(~¢)) .  On 
the other hand; --~EBo~,(d) is stable by substitution; 6 therefore tkaka --+Eao~y(~) rkaka. 

Finally, we have r~trka --< t and rktrk~r E T ( F ( d ) )  since Pk =~ tk --~ rk is a conditional 
rule. Then by the induction hypothesis, we conclude that there exists t ~ in T(CBoDY(~¢)) 

* t ~ and therefore there exists t t~ in T(CBoDY(~¢)) such that such that r~aka ---+EsoDr(~q¢) 
* t/ t .  t "-">EBooy(~Cff) 

In the following completeness proof of  the procedure, we assume without 

loss o f  generality that all parameter variables on the left-hand sides o f  E~oov are 

linear. In fact, we can easily transform a rule which contains non-linear parame- 
ter variables on its left-hand side to an equivalent conditional left-linear 

rule w.r.t, parameter variables. For instance, in Example 3.1, the rule: count(x, 

Cons(x ,z))  --~ s(count(x ,z)  ) is equivalent to: di f  ( x , y )  =- False ~ count(x, Cons(y , z ) )  

s( count( x, z ) ). 

Theorem 4.12. Let  PS  = (PAR, B O D Y )  be a parameter&ed specification. Suppose 

that the constructors are f ree  and i f  the defined function 9 appears on a left-hand 

5 Some works have been concerned with checking the ground convergence of a rewrite relation associated 
with a parameterized specification (see for instance [3]). 
6 For all substitutions O: t ---+EsoDr(,~) tt implies tO ---*EBoDr(~) ttdP" 
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side o f  a conditional rule in ESODY, then every rule in EBODY that contains g on its 
left-hand side is linear. I f  PS is sufficiently complete, then for all f in D~ODY, there 
exists a sequence o f  states ({ f (x l  . . . . .  Xn)},0,0) F-c "'" F-c (O, Red, O). 

Proof.  Assume that PS is sufficiently complete. Suppose that there exists a leaf t 

which is not extensible and pseudo-irreducible by PS. Then, there are two cases to be 

considered: 

(a) t is strongly irreducible by EBODY. Let d be a model of  EenR and assume 
that {xl , . . . ,xk} is the set o f  non-parameter variables o f  t. Let us consider a ground 

substitution gb such that, for all parameter variables x of  t, xgb is an element from 

Y ( d )  o f  the same sort as x, and, for all i E [ l . . . k ] ,  xiq5 is strongly EsoDr(d) -  
irreducible, and: 

1. Vi E [1...k],]xiqSI > It I, 
2. Vi, j E [1 . . . k] , i  # j,  [Ixi~b[- Ixj~bll > 10. 

Note that such ~b exists thanks to the fact that t is not extensible and the constructors 
are free, so we can choose xiq5 among the terms built from constructor symbols and 

elements o f  JV(N) .  Assume now that tq5 contains an instance o f  a left-hand side g of  

a rule in ESODY. Since any xid) is strongly EBoDr-irreducible, there is a strict position 

u in t such that tO/u is an instance of  g. Let v be a position of  g such that g(v) is a 

function symbol, t(uv) is a function symbol since t is not extensible. We consider two 

cases: 
(a.1) Assume that g is linear. We can define a substitution a such that for every 

variable x that occurs at position w of  g we have xa - t/uw. Such a substitution exists 

by the linearity o f  g. We then have t/u - ga which contradicts the assumption that t 

is strongly Esooy-irreducible. 
(a.2) Assume that g is non-linear. Since t is not an instance of  g and t(uw) - g(w) 

for every strict position w of  g. On the other hand, all parameter variables on the 

left-hand sides of  EBoov are linear. Therefore, there exists two positions ul and u2 of  
a non-parameter variable x in g such that: t/UUl ~ t/UU2 and t~b/uul =-- t~)/uu2. There 

are three eases to be considered: 

(a.2.1) t/uul and t/uu2 are ground. In this case t/uul - t49/UUl and t/uu2 =- tck/uu2. 
Therefore, t/UUl -- t/uu2, which is a contradiction. 

(a.2.2) t/UUl is ground and t/uu2 non-ground. Then some xi occurs in t/uu2. We 

have Ixic~] > It I by construction of  q5 and therefore ]t(a/uu2[ > It I. On the other hand, 
ItO/uu2[ = Itf~/UUll = It/UUl] <~ ]t], which is a contradiction. 

(a.2.3) t/uui and t/uu2 are non-ground. Then there is a position v and a variable xk 
such that t/UUlV ~ xk and t/uu2v ~ xk. 
• I f  t/uu2v is ground the proof is similar to (a.2.2). 

• I f  t/uu2v is non-ground let var(t/uu2v) = {Yl . . . . .  Yp}.  
- I f  xk E var(t/uuzv) then [tO/uutv[ < [tc~/uuzv[ and therefore we cannot have 

t~9/UUl =-- tflp/uu2 as  t h i s  leads to a contradiction. 
- I f  xk ~ var(t/uu2v) then let yj be the variable in var(t/uuzv) such that lYjO[ = 

maxl=l,...,plYl~bl. 
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(1) I f  Ixk~b I > ]yjc~l + It I then [t(a/UUlV I = [xkq51 > lyj(a[ + It[ > [tcfi/uu2v I. 
(2) I f  lyj~l > [xk4~l + Itl then It~a/uu2vl>~lyjfb] > Ixk~b[+ [tl > ]tq~/uu,vl = Ixk~b[ 

and we derive a contradiction too. 
Therefore, t~b is strongly irreducible by EBODr. On the other hand, t does not contain 

any parameter functions, so t~b is ground and irreducible by EsoDr(a¢). This contradicts 

the assumption. 
(b) Otherwise, t is strongly reducible by EBoDr. Let L = {Pl ~ I1 ~ r l  . . . . .  Pn ::~ 

l, --~ rn} be the non-empty set of  all conditional rules in EBoDy such that there exists 
Ul . . . .  ,u ,  with t/ul =- l l ax , . . . , t / u ,  =-- lntr,. Since t is pseudo-irreducible by PS, p =- 
pjtrl V . . .  V pntTn is not an inductive theorem of  PS. Thus there exists a model • o f  

EpAR and a substitution z over T ( F ( d ) )  such that Esol~Y(~¢) ~ind pz. 
Then, tr cannot be reducible at the top. Assume otherwise that there exists a rule 

r E (EBoDr\L) with left-hand side g that applies to tz and tz =_ gtr. Note that every 
non-variable position of  g is a non-variable position of  t since t is not extensible. On 
the other hand, g is linear by hypotheses. So we can define a substitution p by xp - t/w 
for every variable x that occurs at some position w of  9. We have then t --- gp, in 
contradiction with the assumption that L contains all the rules whose left-hand side 

matches t. 
The term tz cannot be reducible at another position since no proper subterm of  tz 

contains a defined symbol and since the constructors are free, which is a contradic- 

tion. 

4.3. Sufficient completeness with SPIKE 

SPIKE checks automatically if  an operator f in a specification PS is sufficiently 
complete. The program displays pattern trees that show a case analysis on the arguments 

of  the defined functions. I f  all the leaves are pseudo-reducible by PS, the answer is 
affirmative. I f  one of  the leaves is not extensible and pseudo-irreducible by PS, then 
SPIKE suggests new rules for completing the specification. These rules are not entirely 
determined but rather possible schemes for them are proposed; every rule is of  the 
form: (condition, left-hand side). Once the user has chosen the new rules, usually by 
simply giving their right-hand sides, SPIKE replays the test. Consider Example 3.1 and 
suppose that all the rules for defining sorted are removed except for the rule: 

x <~ y = True ~ sorted(Cons(x, Cons(y ,z) ) )  = sorted(Cons(y,z))  

Then, sorted is not sufficiently complete. Here we describe a session with SPIKE 
to give an idea about the interaction with the user in order to recover a sufficiently 
complete specification (see Figs. 5 and 6). We therefore add three rules and try again 

(see Fig. 7). 
Note that this procedure includes an inductive theorem proving to check the pseudo- 

reducibility of  the leaves of  the tree. Therefore, the efficiency of  our procedure 
depends on that o f  the inductive theorem prover. In the following section, we 
propose a new procedure to prove and disprove inductive properties automatically in 
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Fig. 5. The function sorted is not sufficiently complete. 

Fig. 6. Suggestions. 

parameterized conditional specifications. It is worth emphasizing that proofs by in- 
duction in parameterized specifications allows for shorter and more structured proofs. 
Moreover, a generic proof  must be given only once and can be reused for each instan- 
tiation of  the parameter. 
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Fig. 7. The function sorted is now sufficiently complete. 

S. Selection of induction schemes 

To perform a proof  by induction, it is necessary to provide some induction schemes. 

In our framework these schemes are defined f irst  by a function which, given a con- 

jecture, selects the positions of  variables where induction will be applied and sec- 

ond by a special set o f  terms called a test set with which the induction variables 

are instantiated. In general, the selection of  good induction positions leads to drastic 

improvements. 

5.1. How to get induction variables 

Given a specification, we start by computing a set of  induction positions o f  function 

symbols (see Definition 4.3). This computation is done only once and it permits us to 

determine whether a variable position of  a term t is an induction variable or not. 
i s 

Definition 5.1 (induction ~ariab-le). Let t be a term containing a variable x o f  non- 

parameter sort  s. We say that x is an induction variable of  t i f  s is nullary, i f  x occurs 

at a posit ion u.v of  t such that v is an induction position o f  t(u), or i f  x is t. 

Example  5.2 (Example  3.1 continued). Let t = insert(x, insert (x ,y ) ) ,  y is the only 

induction variable o f  t because y occurs at position 2 o f  the subterm insert(x, y )  and 
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position 2 is an induction posit ion of  insert. The term insert(x, Cons(y, Cons(z,t))) 
does not contain any induction variables. 

5.2. How to get test sets 

A test set can be seen as a special induction scheme that permits us to refute false 

conjectures by the construction o f  a counter example. The definition o f  a test set given 

below is more general than the one in [8]. It permits us to refute false conjectures 

even i f  the constructors are not free. On the other hand, with the new definition, we 

obtain a smaller test set, which improves the efficiency of  the proof  procedure (see 

Section 7.1 ). 

To define test set, we use the following notions: The bound for PS, denoted D(PS), 
is equal to depth(EsooY) - 1 i f  sdepth(EBoDy) < depth(EsoDr) and ESODY is left 

linear, otherwise D(PS) is equal to depth(E~oDY). We say that a term t is infinitary 
i f  for any model  d o f  EpAR and for any position u in t for which t/u is a non-ground 

term, there exists infinitely many strongly EBooY(d)-irreducible ground instances o f  t 

whose subterms at position u are distinct. 

Definition 5.3 (Test set). A test set S(PS) for a parameterized specification PS is a 

finite set of  terms over T(F,X)  that has the following properties: 

1. For  any model d of  EeAR and for any EsoDr(~)-irreducible term s in T ( F ( d ) ) ,  
there exist a term t in S(PS) and a ground substitution a over T ( F ( d ) )  such that 

tcr --  s; 

2. any non-ground term in S(PS) is infinitary and has non-parameter variables at 

depth greater than or equal to D(PS). 

The first property allows us to prove theorems by induction on the domain o f  ir- 

reducible terms rather than on the whole set o f  terms. Sets of  terms with property 1. 

are usually called cover sets in the literature. Several proof  procedures have been 

built on cover sets [39, 37]. Note that our method is also valid i f  we use cover 

sets rather than test sets. However,  cover sets cannot be used to refute false con- 

jectures. The second property of  test sets is fundamental for this purpose (see The- 

orem 5.6). The next definition provides us with a criteria to reject false 

conjectures. 

Definition 5.4 (Quasi-inconsistent). Given a parameterized specification PS = (PAR, 
BODY) and a test set S(PS), then a clause C -=- -~(Sl -- q ) V  . . .  V-~(Sm = t•)V 
(gl z d l ) V - - - ~ / ( Y n  = d n )  is quasi-inconsistent with respect to PS i f  there is a test 

substitution 7 a o f  C such that: 

1. EpAR ~= (gl = d l  V . - .  V gn = dn)cr; 
2. for all i c [1 . . .m] :  sia = tia is an inductive theorem of  PS; 

7 We say that a substitution a is a test substitution of C if it maps every induction variable of C to an 
element of S(PS) of the same sort and whose variables have been renamed. 
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3. for all j E [1 . . . n ] :  the maximal  8 elements o f  {gja, dja} w.r.t. -K are strongly 

EBoDr-irreducible. 

Example  5.5 (Example 3.1 continued). The conjecture: 

C =-x<~y = False, x<~z =False, y<~z = True 

is quasi-inconsistent. In fact, C do not contain any induction variable and we have: 

• EpAR V: C 
• x ~ y ,  x ~ z  and y ~ z  are strongly EsoDy-irreducible. 

The next result gives us sufficient conditions under which a quasi-inconsistent clause 

cannot be inductively valid. This is proved by building a well-chosen ground instance 

o f  the clause which gives us a counterexample. 

Theorem 5.6. Given a parameterized specification PS = (PAR, BODY) such that 
---~EBOD~(.~¢) is ground convergent for every model ~¢ of  EeAR, i f  a clause C is quasi- 
inconsistent, then C is not an inductive theorem of  PS. 

Proof .  Let C = ~(sl  = tl ) V . . .  V ~(Sm : tin) V (gl = d l  ) V . . .  V (gn = dn) be a clause 

which is quasi-inconsistent with respect to PS. Then there is a test substitution a o f  C 

such that EpAR ~= (gl = dl V "  . V gn = dn)a and for all i E [1 . . .m] ,  PS ~i,d (si = ti)a. 
Let J/{ be the set of  the maximal elements of  {gja, dja} w.r.t. -<. Then every element 

in J g  is strongly EeoDr-irreducible. In order to show that C is not an inductive theorem 

of  PS, it is sufficient to show that there exists a model ~¢ of  EeAR and a ground 

substitution fl over T(F(~¢)) such that EBODY(d~¢ ) ~=ind (gl = d l  V . - .  V g~ = d~)fl 
since every ground instance o f  ~(s l  = t l ) V - . .  V ~(Sm = tin) is not inductively valid. 

Let Q -= (gl = dl  V. • -Vg, = dn). We have EpAR ~= Qa; thus there exists a model  d 

of  LeAR and a substitution Z over T(~/ff(N))  such that ~ ( d )  ~ Qar, where ~(~q/) is 

the diagram of  ~¢ and X ( d )  is the set of  new constants added to the initial signatures 

to describe d .  

For all t in J//,  tz is strongly EsoDr(d)-irreducible, since we can assume that all 

parameter variables on the left-hand sides of  EBODY are linear, as mentioned before 

Theorem 4.12. Let var(Qar) = {xl . . . . .  xk} and consider a ground substitution ~b such 

that aTq~ is strongly EBoDv(~C)-irreducible and: 

1. V iE  [1...kJ, lxiO [ > IQ~TI, 

2. vi, j c [1.. k],i e j, Ilxi~l -Ixj011 > IO~l. 
Note that such a substitution instance exists by using clause 2 of  the definition o f  test 

set. 
~ ( ~ ¢ )  ~ Qcrzq5 since for all i E [1 . . .k ] ,  xi is a non-parameter variable and xic~ 

is ~ (~ ' ) - i r r educ ib le .  Assume now that there exists t in ~#, a rule p ~ g ---+ d in 

EsoDY and a substitution ~ such that g~ is a subterm of  tz~b Since aT~b is strongly 

8 If gj a and dja are incomparable, then both cja and dja must be strongly EBoDv-irreducible. 
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E~oDr(~)-irreducible,  there is a strict position u in t such that tz~/u is an instance of  
g. Let v be a non-variable position of  g, v is a non-variable position of  tz/u. Otherwise, 

there are two cases to consider: 

1. if sdepth(E~oor) < depth(EsoDr) and EsoDr is left-linear, then we have Ivl > 

D(PS), which implies that Ivl>~depth(EsoDr). Now, since sdepth(EsoDr) < 
depth(EsoDr) there is a rule whose left-hand side g'  satisfies depth(g') > Iris> 

depth(EsoDr) and depth(g')<~depth(ERoor), which is absurd. 

2. otherwise, we have Ivl > D(PS) = depth(EsoDr) and Iv] <~depth(EsoDr), which 
is absurd. 

So necessarily v is a non-variable position of  tz/u, Now, we reason as in the proof 

of  Theorem 4.12. We conclude that tz contains an instance of  g, which is absurd since 
tz is strongly EsoDr( s~c)-irreducible. 

Therefore, EsoDr(~ ¢) ~:ind Qaz~ since --+EgoD~,~,~) is ground convergent for all mod- 
els ~ '  of  EpAR. Thus, C is not an inductive theorem of  PS. 

It is possible to compute test sets for equational theories (see [26, 11, 29, 23]). Un- 

fortunately, no algorithm exists for the general case of  conditional theories. This is 

because of  the fact that such a computation requires some kind of  induction. How- 
ever, in [30, 8] some methods are described for computing test sets for conditional 

specifications over a free set of  constructors. 
The next proposition is analogous to one from [8] and permits us to compute a 

test set in a parameterized conditional specification if the specification is sufficiently 
complete and the constructors are free. 

Proposition 5.7. Let PS = (PAR, BODY) be a sufficiently complete parameterized 
specification over free constructors such that --~eso~,,C.~) is noetherian. 9 The set J-  of  
constructor terms (up to variable renaming) of  depth <~D(PS) where the variables of  
non-parameter and non-nullary sort may occur only at depth D(PS) is a test set for 
PS. 

Proof.  Let d be a model of  EeAe and t in T ( F ( d ) ) .  As PS is sufficiently complete, 

* t ~. On the other hand, --~EBoor(.~/) there exists t ~ in T(CsoDy(~¢)) such that t --~e~ooyt.~) 

is noetherian and for each conditional rule p ~ l --~ r E EgoDr, if l E T(CsoDr,X), 
then r E T(CsoDy,X). Therefore, there exists t" E T(CsoDr(d))  such that t I * 

-'--> EBoDY(,~¢) 

* t ' .  So any irre- t" and t" is irreducible by EBODY(Sff). This implies that t ---~EBo~.(~) 
ducible term in T ( F ( d ) )  is built only with constructors and elements of  JV'(su¢) and 

therefore is an instance of  an element of  J- .  By construction, any non-ground term 
in ~-- has non-parameter variables at depth greater than or equal to D(PS). Since the 

constructors are free, any variable of  non-parameter and non-nullary sort may be re- 

placed by infinitely many different constructor terms. Therefore, any non-ground term 
in 3 -  is infinitary. 

9 TO guarantee that --'-+EBoDy(S,¢ ) is noetherian, it is sufficient to assume that ----~EBoD Y is noetherian and no 
left-hand side of an equation of ESODY contains a symbol from FpAR. 
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Fig. 8. Test set. 

Example 5.8 (Example 3.1 continued). The output o f  the SPIKE procedure that com- 

putes a test set is given in Fig. 8. 

6. An inductive procedure for parameterized specifications 

6.1. Inference rules 

Our procedure is defined by a set of  transition rules (see Fig. 9) which are applied to 

pairs (E,H), where E is the set o f  conjectures and H is the set o f  inductive hypotheses. 
The generate lO rule allows us to derive lemmas and initiates induction steps. The 

case simplify rule simplifies a conjecture with conditional rules where the disjunction 
o f  all conditions is inductively valid. The simplify rule reduces a clause C with axioms 

from EBODr LJEpAR, induction hypotheses from H,  and other conjectures which are not 

yet proved. Note that simplify permits mutual simplification of  conjectures. This rule 

implements simultaneous induction and is crucial for efficiency. The subsumption rule 

deletes clauses C subsumed by an element of EsoDyUEpARLJHtAE. The role o f  deletion 
is obvious. The disproof rule is applied if a quasi-inconsistent clause is detected. The 

fail rule is applied to (E,H) if no other rule can be applied to C E E. An 1-derivation 

is a sequence o f  states: 

(Eo, O) 1-1 ( E l , H 1 )  1-1 "'" 1-1 (En ,Hn)  1-1 "'" 

An/-der iva t ion  fails if  it terminates with the rule fail or disproof 

6.2. Soundness 

The soundness o f  the procedure based on our inference system relies on a fairness 
assumption: every conjecture to be checked must be considered at some step. More 

formally, a derivation (E0,0)t-1 (El ,HI)1-1 "'" is fair if either it fails or it is infinite 

and the set o f  persisting clauses ([-Ji~>0 Nj>~i E j )  is empty. Then we reason by con- 
tradiction: if a non-valid clause is generated in an unfailing derivation then a minimal 

10 Let R ~ be a set of clauses and suppose that R is the set of all conditional rules of R ~. By abuse of notation, 
the relation --~a will be denoted by ---+R'. 
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generate: (E U {C}, H) b, (E U (U~E~), H tO {C}) 

if C = p :~ q and for every test substitution a of C: 
if EpaR ~ qa, then E~ = 0; 
if Ca -'+EBoDvOEp.4 R C', then E~ : {C'}; 
otherwise, E~ = case.rewriting(Ca). 

case simplify: (E U {C), H) F-I (E U E', H) 

if E' = case_rewriting(C). 

simplify: (EU {C),H) kl (EU {C'},H) 

if C -~EBOI~yOEpARUtfuE C! 
and for each instance -Sr of clauses of H used in 
the simplification, we have Sr ~ C, while for each 
instance 8~6 of clauses of E, we have S'0 ~ C. 

subsumption: (E U {C}, H) F-I (E, H) 

if C is subsumed by another clause of EBODY U Epaa U H U E. 

delete: (E U {C),H) ht (E,H) 

if C is a tautology. 

disproof: (E U {C),H) ht Disproof 

if C is quasi-inconsistent. 

fail: (E U { c } , g )  F-I [] 

if no condition of the previous rules hold for C. 

I II 

Fig. 9. Inference system I. 

one is generated too. We show that no inference step can apply to this clause. In other 

words, this clause persists in the derivation. This contradicts the fairness hypothesis. 

Therefore, we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 6.1. Let  PS  be a parameterized specification and let (Eo,~J) ~ ' I  (El ,H1)  ]--1 

• ..  be a fa ir  1-derivation. I f  it does not fa i l  then PS ~ind EO. 

Proof .  We reason by absurdity. Suppose that PS ~ind EO and let C '  be a minimal 

element w.r.t. -<c o f  the set {Da ] D  E UiEi and there is a model d o f  EpAR and 

a ground substitution a over T ( F ( d ) )  that is irreducible by E s o o r ( d )  such that 

PS ~i ,d Da}.  C' exists since PS ~:;,d E0 and -% is well-founded. Then, there exists a 

clause C c OiEi minimum w.r.t, the subsumption ordering, and a ground substitution 

a such that C '  = Ca. It is sufficient to prove that C cannot be simplified or deleted, 

and that generate cannot be applied to C; this shows that fa i l  or disproof applies 

since the clause C must not persist in the derivation by the fairness hypothesis. Hence, 

let us assume that C E Ej  and (E j ,Hj )  ~-I (Ej+bHj+I)  by some rule applied to C. 
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We discuss now the situation according to which rule is applied. In every case we 

shall derive a contradiction. In order to simplify the notations we write E for Ej and H 

for/4j. 

generate: Suppose that (Ej, Hj)  F-~ (Ej+I,Hj+I) by generate on C - p ~ q. Since O" 

is a ground substitution over T(F(~¢) )  that is irreducible by EsoDr(~¢), there exists 

a test substitution O'0 o f  C and a substitution 0 such that O" - O-o0. EpAR ~= qO'o since 

PS ~i,d Cao; we have two possibilities: 

1. I f  there exists a clause C'  such that Co-o --~eBoD~Uep~ C~ then Co- --~e~ooyUE~AR CO. 

Therefore, PS ~=ind CO. On the other hand, C~O -% Ca and C ~ E Ui Ei. This shows a 
contradiction since it proves that we can find an instance o f  a clause in Oi ~ that is 

not valid and that is smaller than Ca with respect to -<c. 

2. Assume that the rule case_rewriting is applied to CO'. Then, consider all the rules: 

Pl ~ tl --+ rl, p2 ~ t2 --+ r2 , . . . ,pn  ~ t, --+ r, in EBODY such that there exists a 

sequence o f  positions ul, u2 . . . . .  Un in Ca and Co-~u! - tl O-l, Co-~u2 =- t262 . . . . .  Ca/un - 

tno-~ and Plo-I V p20-2 V . . - V  Pnan is an inductive theorem of  PS. Hence, the result o f  

the application o f  case_rewriting is 

{p la l  ~ Ca[rio-l] . . . . . . .  Pno-n ~ Co-[rnO'n]u,,} 

Then there exists k such that PS ~ind Pko-k. Let C ~ =-- Pko-k ~ CO'[rkO'k]uk; we have 
PS ~ind (Pk ~ tk ~ rk)O'k. Therefore, PS ~nd  rko-k = tko-k. Putting everything to- 

gether, we get PS Wind C I0. On the other hand, C ~ c (-Ji Ei and C~O -% CO', this is 

also absurd. 

case simplify: This case is similar to the previous one. 

simplify: Suppose that the s impler  rule applies to C, then, there exists a clause C ~ 

such that C ---~EBoDrUEpARUHUE Ct, then Co- ---+EBoDrUEpARUHtOE Ct o-" For each instance Sz 
of  clauses o f  H tO E used in the rewriting step, we have Sz -% Co- (we cannot have 
Sz ~c Co- and S E H, otherwise, the generate rule has been applied to S. Therefore, 

generate can be also applied to C in contradiction with a previous case). Then, we have 

PS ~ind ST. Therefore, PS ~=ind CtO'. On the other hand, C'o- -<c Co- and C ~ E Ui Ei, 
which is absurd. 

subsumption: Since PS ~ind CO', C cannot be subsumed by a clause o f  EBODY to EpA R. 
If  there is C ~ E H U ( E \ { C } )  such that C =- C z  V r, we have PS ~=ind Ctza, then 
C --= C t since C is minimum in (.Ji Ei w.r.t, the subsumption ordering. As a conse- 
quence C ~ ~ (E \ {C}). On the other hand, C ~ ~ H. Otherwise, the generate rule has 

been applied to C .  Therefore, generate can be also applied to C in contradiction with 
a previous case. Hence, this rule cannot be applied to C. 

delete: Since PS ~i,d C6, C cannot be a tautology and this rule need not be considered. 
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Since every /-derivation from (E,0)  to (0 ,H) ,  where H is some set of  clauses, is 
fair the conjectures of  E are inductive theorems of  PS. This remark is important from 

a practical point of  view. Note also that E is valid even when the derivation is infinite. 

I f  disproof is applied at step k, then a quasi-inconsistent clause is detected and there- 
fore, from Theorem 5.6, we conclude that some conjecture in Ek is false, if for every 

model ~ '  of  EpAR ---+EBoDrt.U~ is ground convergent over T ( F ( N ) )  and all parameter 
variables on the left-hand sides of  EBODr are linear. The initial conjectures of  E0 are 

not inductive theorems of  PS either. This is a consequence of  the next result. 

Lemma 6.2. Let (E0,0) ~-~ (E l ,Hi )  ~-1 "'" be an I-derivation. i f  for all i such that 
i<~j we have PS ~ind Ei then PS ~i,~d Ej+I. 

Proof.  Suppose that (Ej, Hj) ~-I (Ej+I,Hj+I) by generate on C. Let cr be a test substi- 
tution of  C. If  EpAR ~ Ctr, then there are two cases to consider: (i) if there exists C'  

such that Ca --~EBo~,UEe,~R C/. Then, we have PS ~i,d C ~. (ii) otherwise, there exists 

a sequence o f  conditional rules Pl ~ tl --+ rl, P2 ~ t2 ---+ r2 . . . .  ,Pn ~ tn --~ rn in 
EBODy and a sequence of  positions ul,u2,...,Un in Ctr such that Ca/ul -- tlZl, Cff/u2 
t :2  . . . . .  Ctr/u, =- t :~ and pl zl V p2z2 V. . .V p : ,  is an inductive theorem of PS. Assume 

that there exists k such that: PS ~i~d Ck =-- pkzk ~ Ca[r:k]~k. In other words there is 

a ground instance CkO over T(F(~¢)) (without loss of  generality, we can assume that 

CaO is ground) such that: PS V=ind CkO, then PS ~ind pkzkO and PS ~Zin d CaO[r:kO]. 
Therefore, PS ~ind tk'Ek 0 ~- rkZk O. This implies that PS ~=i~d C~O[t:kO], which is ab- 
surd. For case simplify the argument is the same as above. If  (E j, Hi) ~-1 (Ej+l, Hs+l) by 
simplify, then the equations which are used for simplification occur in some Ek (k<~j) 
and therefore are inductively valid by the hypothesis. Hence, Ei+ 1 is inductively valid 
too. 

The next theorem is a straightforward consequence of  the above results. 

Theorem 6.3. Given a parameterized specification PS = (PAR, BODY) such that 

---~Eso~y(..~) is ground convergent for every model d o f  EpA R. Let (Eo, O) ~I (El,H1) ~-1 
• ." be an I-derivation. I f  there exists j such that disproof applies to (Ej, Hj) then 

PS VZZind Eo. 

6.3. Refutational completeness for parameterized boolean specifications 

In this section, we shall consider axioms that are conditional rules with boolean 

preconditions. To be more specific, we assume there exists a sort bool with two free 

constructors {True, False}. Every rule in EBODY is of  type: Ain__l Pi : p~ ~ s ---+ t 
where for all i in [1 ...n], p~ E {True, False}. For ~ E {True, False} we denote by 
the complementary bool symbol of  ct. Conjectures will be boolean clauses, i.e. clauses 

whose negative literals are o f  type -~(p = p ' )  where p~ E {True, False}. Let f be a 

function symbol in DeoDY. I f  for all the rules in ESODY of  the form Pi ~ f(Ti) ~ ri 
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whose left-hand sides are identical up to a renaming kti, we have PS ~i,d Vi Pill, 
then f is called weakly complete w.r.t. PS. We say that PS is weakly complete if  
any function in DBODY is weakly complete w.r.t. PS. Note that a weakly complete 
specification is not necessary sufficiently complete. 

Example 6.4 (Example 3.1 continued). Suppose that all the rules for defining sorted 
are removed except for the rules: 

x<~ y = False ~ sorted(Cons(x, Cons(y,z))) ~ False 

x <~ y = True ~ sorted(Cons(x, Cons(y,z))) --~ sorted(Cons(y,z)) 

The function sorted is weakly complete, but it is not sufficiently complete. 

Now, we can define a new inference system J from I by adding the complement 
rule (see Fig. 10) which transforms negative clauses to positive clauses that are easier 
to refute. We also remove the fail rule and reformulate disproof as in Fig. 10. 

Let us assume that E0 only contains boolean clauses. The only rule that permits 
us to introduce negative clauses is case_rewriting. Since the axioms have boolean 
preconditions, all the clauses generated in a J-derivation are boolean. I f  disproof is 
applied in a J-derivation, then there exists a positive clause C such that generate 
cannot be applied to C. Therefore there exists a test substitution a such that EpAR ~: Ca. 
Moreover, Ca does not match any left-hand side of  EBoDy. Otherwise, the conditional 
rewriting or the case rewriting rule can be applied to Ca since PS is weakly complete. 
As a consequence, C is a quasi-inconsistent clause. So, the new inference system J 
can be proved refutationally complete for boolean clauses. Thus, formally, we have the 

following result. 

Theorem 6.5. Given a weakly complete parameter&ed specification PS = (PAR, 
BODY) such that --+Esooy(.~¢) is ground convergent for every model d of  EpAR. We 
assume that Eo contains only boolean clauses. I f  a derivation issued from (Eo, O) ter- 
minates by application of the rule disproof, then PS ~i,a Eo. Conversely, i f  PS V=ind 
Eo, then all fair derivations issued from (E0,0) terminate by application of the rule 
disproof 

complement: (E U {~(a = ~) V r}, H) I-s (E t./{(a = ~) V r}, H) 

if o~ E {true, false}. 

disproof: (E 0 {C}, H) ~s Disproof 
if no condition of the previous rules hold for C. 

Fig. 10. New rules for boolean specification. 
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7. Implementation and experimental results 

Our implementation is based on the previous inference system. The program is able 
to prove the validity of a set of clauses 11 in parameterized conditional specifications. 
Here is an overview of the algorithm. The main data structures are: the list EBoor 
of axioms, that are conditional rules built with the constructor discipline, the list E 
of conjectures (clauses) to be checked, the list EpAR of parameter constraints, that 
are equational clauses over FpAR and finally, the set H of induction hypotheses (ini- 
tialized by 0). The first step in a proof session is to check if the rules are oriented 
and if all defined functions are completely defined. The second step is to compute a 
test set for PS and also induction positions. After these preliminary tasks, the proof 
starts. 

7.1. Results and compar&on 

Consider Example 3.1 and let us prove the following conjectures: 

sorted(insert(x, y ) ) = sorted(y) (1) 

length(insert(x, y ) ) = s( length(y ) ) (2) 

count(x, insert(y, z ) ) = coun t(x, Cons(y, z )) ( 3 ) 

SPIKE can prove these conjectures in a completely automatic way, using 137 steps. 
Note that three lemmas (generated automatically) are sufficient to prove the initial 
conjectures (see Fig. 11). 

By assuming the conjectures (1)-(3) as lemmas, SPIKE can easily prove the fol- 
lowing conjectures in a completely automatic way: 

sorted( isort(x ) ) = True 

lenyth( isort(x ) ) = length(x) 

count(x, isort( y ) ) = count(x, y )  

d i f  (x, y )  = False V count(x, insert(y, insert(x, z ) ) ) = s( count(x, z ) ) 

Now consider the same example with lists of natural numbers, using the method 
of [8], we have the following test sets and induction positions (see Fig. 12). To prove 
conjectures (1) and (2) without parameters, SPIKE used 239 steps. In addition, 14 
lemmas were generated automatically during the proof. On the other hand, the proof of 
conjecture (3) diverges. This example illustrates that with parameterized specifications 
we have a smaller test set and fewer induction positions, permitting us to obtain shorter 
and structured proofs. 

11 In our SPIKE system, we use the sequent style notation. 
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7.2. Refutation o f  conjectures 

The parameterized specification PS of  Example 3.1 is weakly complete and the 
parameter variables on the left-hand sides of  EBODr are linear. On the other hand, 
using the method of  [3], we can easily prove that --~e~ODY~,~) is ground convergent 

Fig. 11. Success. 

Fig. 12. Test Set and induction positions (without parameters). 
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for every model d of EpaR. Under these hypotheses, SPIKE can refute any false 
conjectures in finite time. Here is an example of a refutation of a false conjecture: 

The conjecture to be disproved is 

x <. y = False V sorted(Cons(x ,  1)) 

= False V sorted(insert(x,  Cons(y ,  I ) ) )  = True (4) 

Conjecture (4) is simplified by E~ODe, using the s impl i fy  rule into 

x<. y = False V so r t ed (Cons (x , l ) )  = False V s o r t e d ( C o n s ( y , l ) )  = True (5) 

In order to prove subgoal (5), we apply the 9enerate rule with the following test 

substitution: 

l ~ {Nil;  C o n s ( x l , N i l ) ;  Cons (x l ,  Cons ( x3 , x4 ) ) }  

Among the generated clauses, we obtain 

x ~ z = True ~ x <~ y = False V 

sor ted(Cons(y ,  Cons(z,  N i l )  ) ) ---- True V sorted(  Cons(z,  N i l )  ) = False (6) 

Since in our framework an atom is considered to be simpler than its negation, we 
simplify clauses into positive ones. The simplification of subgoal (6), using the com- 

p l emen t  rule, gives us 

x <. z = False V x <~ y = False V 

sor ted(Cons(y ,  Cons(z,  N i l ) ) )  =- True V sorted(Cons(z ,  N i l ) )  = Fa l se  (7) 

Subgoal (7) is simplified by EBODY, using the s impl i fy  rule, into 

x <~ y = F a l s e ,  x <~z = False, sor ted(Cons(y ,  Cons(z,  N i l ) ) )  

= True, True = False (8) 

Since we have -~(True = False)  as a constraint, subgoal (8) is simplified 12 into 

x <~ y = False, x <~z = False, sor ted(Cons(y ,  Cons(z,  N i l ) ) )  = True (9) 

In order to prove subgoal (9), we apply case s imply  using EBODr, we obtain 

y 4 z  = False ~ x<~ y = F a l s e ,  x<~z = False, False = True (10) 

y<~z = True ~ x<<.y = F a l s e ,  x<~z = False, sorted(Cons(z ,  N i l ) ) =  True 

The simplification of subgoal (10), using the complemen t  rule, gives us 

x <<. y = False, x <~ z = False, False = True, y ~ z = True (11)  

12 We can easily prove the soundness of this simplification rule. 
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Fig. 13. Refutation of a conjecture. 

Subgoal (11) is simplified by EpAR into 

x <~ y = F a l s e ,  x <.z = False, y <~z = True (12) 

No inference rule can be applied to subgoal (12) and therefore it is quasi-inconsistent 
(see Example 5.5). We conclude that conjecture (4) is not an inductive theorem of P S  

(see Fig. 13). 

8. Conclusion 

We have proposed a new procedure for proof by induction in parameterized con- 
ditional specifications. Unlike our previous procedure [8], this new one, when limited 
to non-parameterized conditional specifications, can refute general clauses; refutational 
completeness is also preserved for boolean ground convergent rewrite systems even 
if the functions are not sufficiently complete and the constructors are not free. The 
property of sufficient completeness is very important in specification systems but is in 
general undecidable. We have given a procedure for testing this property for parame- 
terized conditional specifications. 

The method is implemented in the prover SPIKE. This system has proved interesting 
examples in a completely automatic way [4], that is, without interaction with the user 
and without ad hoc heuristics. Experiments illustrate the improvements in length and 
structure of proofs, due to parameterization. Unlike the well-known induction provers, 
SPIKE guarantees when it fails that one of the initial conjectures is not an induc- 
tive theorem provided that the axioms are boolean and ground convergent. Moreover, 
SPIKE offers facilities to check and complete specifications. 
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We plan to generalize the method to get refutational completeness for a larger class of 
rewrite systems. Another powerful extension is to allow for generalization techniques, 
such as in the traditional induction method. How this can be done and the possible 
implications with respect to soundness and refutational completeness, still have to be 
studied very carefully. 
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